Representations of the conformal group and their physical interpretations are discussed in order to provide a basis for interesting applications of this group in particle physics. The conformal group seems to be of particular interest in connection with the ultraviolet singularities in 6eld theory, for it is associated with test functions which vanish on the light cone and may therefore provide an appropriate regularization of Green's functions in coordinate space. In momentum space this property corresponds to an indehnite metric in Hilbert space with the transformation by reciprocal radii as the metric operator. Two examples of representations are investigated in detail; the 6rst one belongs to the case of spin zero and mass zero, and the second one describes a system with spin zero but nonvanishing mass. Possible physical applications of these representations are illustrated by a simple measuring process which determines the value of the electron mass.
I. INTRODUCTION
" 'N a recent paper' a new quantization procedure for~r elativistic field theories at very high energies was
proposed, based on a new type of representation of the 15-parameter conformal group. It is the purpose of this paper to discuss in more detail some of the underIying physical and mathematical concepts.
The main idea is that we assume the conformal group to become physically important at very high energies. Since this group contains the dilatations, it implies continuous mass values. Thus it cannot be a good symmetry group in the usual sense for particle physics at low energies, for the atomic mass spectrum is discontinuous. But at very high energies, when the rest masses are negligible, conformal invariance may become important.
The hypothesis that the 15-parameter conformal group is the physically interesting generalization of the Poincare group at very high energies is to a certain extent the counterpart to the well-known nonrelativistic limit of the Poincare group, where the Lorentz group is replaced by the Galilei group. ' Both limits can be characterized by an approximation of the basic relation' E'= p'+m', between energy E, momentum p, and mass m of a free particle. In the nonrelativistic limit we have E= m(i+ y'/m')' '=m+ y'/2m and in the extreme relativistic limit we get E= I pl (S+ m'/p')'"= I p I Since m is a constant we have to consider the second term in the nonrelativistic expansion in order to obtain a nontrivial function E(y).
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' We use A =c= 1 and the metric x'= (x')' -x'.
The 15-parameter conformal group contains in addition to the Poincare group the 1-parameter group of the dilatations x"~xi" = px", p&0, @=0, 1, 2, 3, and the 4-parameter special conformal group x&-+ x&'=RT(c)Rxl'= (x" -cx')/(1 -2c x+c'x'), (2) where Rxl"= -x&/x' and T(c)xl'= x"+c'.
In a previous paper4 we discussed as possible consequences of the dilatations the asymptotic behavior of scattering quantities at very high energies. This approach is mainly phenomenological, but has nevertheless interesting experimental implications. We hope to give a detailed comparison of those consequences with experimental data in the near future.
Another important question is, how the conformal group sects the structure of current quantum Geld theory, based on the Poincare group. This question is rather involved and we are far from having a satisfactory answer, but we can mention some interesting features and we shall analyze a few of them in this paper.
The mathematical structure of current quantum Geld theory can be considered determined basically by the concept of operator-valued distributions combined with In order to analyze such a measuring process for the electron, we consider a simple apparatus, which demonstrates the essential features.
An electron beam of constant velocity p, = p moves in the x direction through a condenser of length / (Fig. 1 ).
In the condenser we have a constant homogeneous held F in the s direction. The deflection a of the beam at the right end of the condenser is determined by the Lorentz force
where m is the mass of the electron, q is its charge and P, is its velocity in the s direction imparted by the electric Geld F. Since P, =tgg, tgP=a//, we get in the nonrelativistic case m= (c//2F/P')a '. We start from the assumption that the representation of each 1-parameter subgroup of that part of the conformal group which is continuously connected with the unity can be written in the form where P is the group parameter. If one considers unitary representations, then according to Stone's theorem" the generators 3 are self-adjoint. If 3f "", I'", E", and D are the generators of the orthochronous I,orentz group, the translations, the special conformal group (2), and the dilatations (1), respectively, they form the Lie algebra" )Ms~, Mov] -&(g~oMsv -gcoM~v+gsrM~a g~vMso), (7-a) [Pg,M", ]=i(gy"P"gg"P"), -
Under the transformation by reciprocal radii R the generators are transformed this way': D=i (p'a, +1),
In the case of the operators which belong to the Poincare group this is well known. ' Next we want to determine the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the dilatations. For the special conformal group we know them already. In order to de- termine the eigenfunctions of the operator (9e) we first assume that we have a unitary representation of the conformal group with the scalar product (11). Since s H. Joos, Fortschr. Physik 10, 65 (1962) . under the generators D and E" in coordinate space, where they have the form" D= (1/i) (x&B"+1), K"=(1/i)(2x"+ 2x"x "8, x'a") . -R is an integral operator in momentum space and in Ref. The value of the integral is"
x-'-'(x' -1)l&'+l&P;, gp-'-'~'(x)dr=2-'(2m)-'I'r(1+1)-'Ir(-', ig) I', so that we anally have
